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Summary 

During the HNLMS 'TYDEMAN' bathymetric expedition on the Saba Bank, April - May 
1996, two observers spent 7 weeks on board and to collect data on the distribution of 
seabirds, marine mammals, and human activities (fishing, shipping). 
The results show that the Saba Bank has a bird fauna that is relatively rich as compared 
with the surrounding seas, whilst the birds seem to be concentrated along the edges of the 
Bank. Observed cetaceans included three dolphin and one whale species. The bird and 
cetacean observations were made during a transitional season in which groups of animals 
are migrating into the area whilst others are migrating out. 
Human activities included fishing (the distribution of fish pots was determined, and the 
activities of a few fishermen observed) and shipping. Especially the observation of large 
tankers anchoring close to the edge of the Bank in areas where coral reefs occur was 
identified as a threat. 
The report presents the primary results of an opportunistic project which has yielded 
many rough but valuable data about the Saba Bank in April-May. These data are available 
for future management of the Saba Bank. The preliminary elaboration of the data in this 
report confirm the importance of especially the edges of the the Saba Bank for birds and 
suggest the Bank being a feeding area for populations that breed on the neighbouring 
islands. Together with the observations of different species of cetaceans, the results 
confirm the idea that the Saba Bank has considerable importance or the marine 
biodiversity in the region of the leeward Antilles. The position of the Saba Bank, partly 
within the territorial waters of the Netherlands Antilles but completely within the limits of 
a hypothetical Exclusive Economic Zone, offers a great promise that protection (and 
sustainable use) of these natural values can be legally effected. 
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Preface 

The Saba Bank can be considered as a unique offshore area with important marine 
resources in the Caribbean Sea, including commercial fish stocks and extended, relatively 
undisturbed coral reefs. A large part of the Saba Bank is within the 12 nm territorial sea 
of the Netherlands Antilles, and the whole Saba Bank is within the hypothetical lines of 
equidistance. The latter means that national jurisdiction could be claimed over the Saba 
Bank by the Kingdom of The Netherlands in accordance with the Law of the Sea 
Convention (UNCLOS) by means of the designation of an Exclusive Economic Zone (see 
fig 1). 
Recently, the Governmental Department for Housing and Environment (VOMIL) of the 
Netherlands Antilles has taken a first initiative to make an assessment of the threats to the 
Saba Bank caused by uncontrolled human activities in the area such as fisheries and 
shipping. A study to collect available information on the Saba Bank was carried out by 
AIDEnvironment on request of this Department. During that project, it was learned out 
that the Dutch Royal Navy was about to carry out an expedition to the Saba Bank, aimed 
at recharting the western part of the Bank. 
A request by AID Environment at the address of the Navy to join this expedition for 
observations on birds, cetaceans and human activities was answered positively. The 
support of VOMIL for this idea became the basis for an action to frnd the finances for the 
necessary activities. These were relatively quickly found with WWF-The Netherlands, the 
Coastal Zone Management Centre (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 
Management) and the Department of Nature Management (Ministry of Agriculture, 
Nature Management and Fisheries)1

• 

The result was that two experienced seabird watchers (Theo Postma and Chris van der 
Vliet) spent almost seven weeks (3 April-17 May 1996) on board of HNLMS 
'TYDEMAN' during the Saba Bank expedition. This report contains an overview of the 
results of their observations. The database with the rough quantitative and geographical 
material is available with the authors. 

1Each of these sponsors operate within a framework of cooperation with the 
Netherlands Antilles. There exists cooperation in the fields of nature conservation 
(between the Neth. Antilles and the Department of Nature Management) and coastal zone 
management (between the Neth. Antilles and the Coastal Zone Management Centre). 
WWF-The Netherlands is involved in Nature Management on The Netherlands Antilles 
through the funding mechanism KNAP (small scale nature conservation projects in the 
Netherlands Antilles). 
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Introduction 

The Saba Bank is a large, relatively shallow, marine area. ea 6 nm souch-west of the 
island of Saba (Netherlands Antilles). The Saba Bank can be characterized as a 
submerged atoll with an area of ea. 2200 km2. The area is rich of natural resources. The 
total surface of the area in which coral structures occur on the Bank is estimated at 150 
km:!. Along the north-east to south-west ridges of the Saba Bank, the existence of virtually 
continuous and actively growing coral reef with an estimated total surface of at least 20-
40 km2 (compare with the surface of the coral reefs of Cura9ao: 25 km2

) is suspected. 

The Saba Bank has a considerable socio-economic importance. Fishermen from the 
neighbouring is lands (e.g. Saba, St Eustatius, St Maarten, St Barths) but also Puerto Rico 
and the Dominican Republic are known to be active on the Saba Bank. There are 
indications that vessels of some so called 'distant fishing nations' (e.g. Korea, Taiwan) 
fish for pelagic species (e.g. tuna) on or near the Bank. At some locations, oil and gas 
exploration activities have taken place in the past, although this has never led to any 
exploitation. Shipping activities are diverse. Small vessels are able to cross the Saba Bank 
whereas oil tankers with destiny St Eustatius sometimes anchor on the Bank before 
visiting the island. Recreation (sports fisheries) and diving tourism are not strongly 
developed on the Bank, but the interest to develop these activities is increasing on Saba 
Island. 

The conservation status of the Saba Bank is reason fo r concern, especially with regard to 
the uncontrolled activities that take place. The main obstacle for assessing the need for 
active management is the scarcity of quantitative knowledge about the resources and the 
impact of the different activities. It has been proposed to work towards a masterplan for 
the Saba Bank that identifies the different problems and necessary actions from an 
integrated perspective on the scientific and institutional thresholds and opportunities 
(Meesters et al. 1996). 
Meesters et al. ( 1996) carried out a fact finding study on the Saba Bank, and learned that 
reliable, quantitative information about the Saba Bank is largely absent but showed that 
the legal potential for effectively protecting the Saba Bank is high, due to the position of 
the Bank relatively to the Territorial Sea and a hypothetical Exclusive Economic Zone. 
Management, however, requires a certain level of knowledge which is only intuitively 
present. Obtaining scientific data in the area is expensive and, for reasons of local 
capacity and financial resources, extremely limited. In this respect, the bathymetric 
roucine expedition of the oceanographic research vessel HNLMS 'TYDEMAN' to the 
Saba Bank, Spring 1996, was seen as a unique opporrunity to obtain quatitative 
information from the area with relatively limited means. 

The expedition of the HNLMS 'TYDEMAN' lasted ea. 7 weeks (April 3-May 17)2 and 

:Subsequently to this period, the 'TYDEMAN' stayed on the Saba Bank another month 
to carry out a geological expedition coordinated by the Geological Survey, The 

etherlands (Rijks Geologische Dienst, Haar lem). 
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primarily aimed at a bathymetric survey of the western half of the Saba Bank3• During the 
time in which the vessel systematically recorded depth with side scan sonar using a dense 
survey pattern of north south transects. Transect spacing was 100 m and two observers 
scientifically registrated the occurrence of seabirds, marine mammals and human activities 
along the tracklines. 

3the eastern part of the Bank had already been charted during a similar expedition in 

1988 
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iVIaterials & 1\llethods 

Observations were usually were made from the ship's bow, where a desk with a 7x50 
reticle binocular with an angle board on a pole was installed. Eye height from the bow 
was 11 m above sea level for both observers when standing. Distances were estimated 
either using the reticles in the 7x50 binocular or by means of a Heineman rangefinder 
(Heineman, 1981). On a few occasions observations were made from one of the bridge 
wings (eye height 15m above sea level) , this offered a shelter from the wind, but has the 
disadvantage of obstructing half of the view (though the personnel on the bridge assisted 
in covering main events in this part too). 

Observations concerned seabirds, cetaceans and human activities. The latter were defined 
as the presence of ships or persons at sea or "passive" forms of fishing such as the 
presence of fish pots which could be identified by floating buoys. Observed ships were 
identified or described by type or activity. Fish pots were only recorded when the buoys 
could be discerned by naked eye. 

Vessels were recorded by the observers during observation hours (see Table 3) and, in 
the period between 5 April and 25 AprW, every half hour clock round by the navigators 
on the bridge using radar images. Dots that represemed ships were counted on the radar 
within a tree mile radius, distinguishing fishermen, sailing boats and cargo vessels (see 
Camphuijsen, et al. 1995 for a description of this method). Both observers had disposal of 
lOx magnifying binoculars. 

Positions (UTM projection, C. M.= 063°W)5
, date and time were recorded every minute 

by the ship's Hydraut. Together with these, Gyro, Log, Course over ground, Speed over 
ground, Wind speed, Wind direction, Depth, Conductivity, Surface temperature, Air 
pressure and Air temperature were recorded6

• 

Two different methods of data collecting have been applied: strip transect (Tasker et a!, 
1984) and line transect (Buckland et al., 1993)7

. For this report, densities of birds and 
fishpots have been calculated and presented as n/km, using data collected with both 
methods. In order to obtain an impression of spatial distribution, the density data have 

~after this period the survey tracks became too short for this type of data gathering 

5 UT I= Univerversal Transversal Mercator, positions are given in metres distance from 
the equator (northings) and a central meridian (eastings). The central meridian in the maps 
in this report is 063°W. The more conventional notation in degrees could not be produced. 

6At the time of writing this report, the Hydraut data of 8 May were still on board of 
the ship. 

7This cruise offered the possibility of comparing the two different methodes of 
counting and recording cetaceans (this is not elaborated not in this report) . 
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been grouped in 5x5 km2 blocks (NB: off effort observations were not used in the 
calculations). Figure 1 shows these blocks against a background of 200, 20 and 0 m 
isobaths. Each block is identified by a character (A-W) and a number (00-19). Kilometres 
of observation has been taken as a measure for observers effort. Map 2 shows the 
absolute effort per block. A plus sign I+ I (blocks Cll, C 12, 113 and 114) indicates that 
no systematic survey has been performed, the only observations recorded were off effort 
(due to weather conditions or slow (less than 5 knots) sailing. 

All data were collected from 5 April until 16 May. Most observations were made on the 
Saba Bank, roughly within the the area enclosed by the projection of the 20m isobath. 
Less intensive observations were made in the area between the 20 and 200m isobaths and 
during crossings between Saba and St. Eustatius, to St Maarten and to Puerto Rico.This 
report presents the results of 135 observation hours and 2145 observation km Is. 
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Results 

Remarks on weather and visibility 

Weather conditions were generally good, visibility was usually excellent but often the sea 
surface showed a lot of white crests. The trade wind blows strongest from the east and 
only decreases in strength when shifting towards more northerly or southerly directions. 
White crests are formed at wind speeds of 12 knots and up (Beaufort 4). Beaufort 4 
(measured at 20m, but reduced to lOm above sea surface) or higher occurred more than 
80% of the total observation time, thus seriously hampering the distinction between white 
caps caused by the wind and those of mammalian origin. Most dolphin and whale 
sightings were within lOOOm of the ship. 
The wind direction was mainly east to east south east. Seawater temperature varied 
between 26.5 and 27.5 °C, airpressure ranged from 1016 until 1020 hPa. Transparancy of 
the water was measured only once, but the bottom was visible in all areas with depths 
less than ea 40 metres. 

Birds 

The mean number of birds encountered on Saba Bank (calculated as the mean of the 
blocks enclosed by the projection of the 200m isobath) is 1.05 per km. Outside the Bank 
the number of birds per block averaged 0.57. Densities on Saba Bank were lowest in the 
centre and increased towards the edge. Highest densities were found near the 200m 
isobath, blocks MlO, LlO, L17, M17 and R17. Higher densities were also found near 
islands (Q09, R09 and S09 near Saba and W12 near St. Eustatius). Most common species 
on the Bank were: Red-billed Tropicbird Phaeton aethereus, Magnificent Frigatebird 
Fregata magnificens, Sooty Tern Sternafuscata and Bridled TernS. aneaetheus. These 
species are all local breeders. Less common but regularly seen were Pomarine Skua 
Stercorarius pomarinus and Wilsons Storm Petrel Oceanites oceanicus (this species was 
not recorded in April). Large flocks of (unidentified) terns were seen feeding off the 
southwestern part of the Bank, this has been observed twice (16 April and 4 May) 
towards sunset. There was not a bird in sight during a third visit (10 May) to the same 
spot on midday. It is not clear if there is any relationship with the observation that many 
birds, mostly Bridled Terns were seen flying the same evening in northeast direction 
(possibly to St. Maarten or St. Bartholomy) between Saba and St. Eustatius. 
Species that were seen more frequently off the Bank than above it were Brown Noddy 
A no us stolidus and Audubon' s Shearwater Puffinus lherminieri. Laughing Gull Larus 
atricilla occured especially near islands. 

Cetaceans and other megafauna 

The greatest surprise concerned the observations of Humpback Whale M egaptera 
novaeangliae in an extremly shallow area where you the bottom is well visible. Whether 
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the different observations (see table Ill) concerned one and the same animal or different 
individuals could not be determined. The distance was often too great to take notice of 
features that characterise individuals. On Saba and St. Eustatius we learned that large 
whales are regular visitors in February and March (Jan Faber, pers. comm). 
On several occasions (see table liT) dolphins were observed off and on the Bank itself. 
During the survey, dolphins could only be spotted at distances where they can be 
expected to respond to the approaching vessel. Although the animals showed interest, they 
never stayed. long with the ship. On the Bank two species were identified: Bottlenose 
Dolphin 1ursiops truncatus and Clymene Dolphin Stenella clymene. Video recordings 
were made of some encounters with these animals, these will be presented to Dr. Chris 
Smeenk (National Museum of Natural History, Leiden). A video recording was also made 
of a pod of ten adult and one juvenile False Killer Whales Pseudorca crassidens. This pod 
remained with the ship for ten minutes, cruising speed was 2v2 knots at that moment (no 
hydraut data were recorded at the particular time). The same day, a pod of three Beaked 
Whales Ziphiidae, probably Gervais'Mesoplon europaeus or Blainville's Beaked Whales 
M. densirostris passed the anchored 'TYDEMAN', but never approached it. This event 
was not videotaped. On three occasions, sharks (maximum size 2 1/2 metres) were spotted 
at close distance. They became disturbed by the approaching ship and swam away. 
Seaturtles have not been observed on the Saba Bank, but were spotted near St. Eustatius 
when the ship was anchored in calmer water. 

Hmnan activities 

In the observation period, the Saba Bank was used by a number of vessels (see table 3) . 
Most often it concerned local (Saban) fishermen who were checking their fish-pots. 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of observed fish pots. Two areas of high densities occur 
in the northeast, near Saba, resp . southwest, towards the presipitous edge. No other forms 
of fishing have been observed. 
At the shallower northeast and west supertankers anchored temporarily, the longest tsay 
lasted about a week. There were never more than two tankers anchored at a time. 

The radar observations yielded 651 countings (representing 325 observation hours) in 
total, of which 35 revealed the presence of shipping activities (see Table IV) . For this 
report no distinction has been made between first contacts and resightings. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

The data collected in this study are useful considering the poor quantitative knowledge 
about the Saba Bank and the question whether or not activities on the Saba Bank need a 
better control and management. The results presented should be considered as a summary, 
showing the main observations during the expedition which gives a good impression of 
the Saba Bank in April and May. Some data are worth to be worked out into more detail, 
others could not be taken from the ship at the time of disembarkation and were not yet 
available at the time of writing this report. This project did not allow for a more thorough 
elaboration of the results and the link with existing literature or earlier material. 
However, the results allow some preliminary conclusions that shed ·some a light on the 
ecology of the Saba Bank. 

The period April-May seems to be a transisional season. Some animals that may have 
spent the winter in this part of the Caribbean, like Humpback Whales and Arctic and 
Pomarine Skuas, are leaving. Migrants like Wilson's Storm Petrels or wintering birds like 
Antarctic Skuas Stercorius maccormicki were just arriving. This should be born in mind 
while taking notice of the results. They should not be extrapolated to other seasons. 

Birds 

Birds were observed in higher numbers around the 200 m isobath. It should be studied if 
their distribution is linked to higher food availability (fish), for instance related to areas of 
upwelling. Juvenile Frigate Birds were observed on the Bank, whereas adults seemed to 
be concentrated around the island. 
The Saba Bank could be considered at least as a feeding area for certain birds in addition 
to the coastal areas around the islands. Relationships between the Bank and the adjacent 
islands should be studied to assess the relative importance of the Bank on a regional 
ecological level. 
As compared with data from a biologically high productive sea like the North Sea, the 
mean density of birds calculated on the Saba Bank seems low, but is still twice as high as 
densities of birds in surrounding waters. To get a more overall picture of seabird and 
marine mammal distribution it would be recommendable to let seabird observers embark 
on patrolling ships or aircrafts in this area (coastguard, Royal Navy?) and take these 
routine opportunities to expand the database. 

Most birds that crossed the Saba Bank probably breed on neighbouring islands and feed on 
the Bank's edges. Some species probably fly into the Saba Bank area while taking a short 
cut in their migration route from the southern to the western north Atlantic. On a few 
occasions Frigate Birds and Tropicbirds were seen circling and plunge-diving on the Bank 
itself. Flying fish were seen regularly on the Bank, but this type of prey is only available 
to larger species like tropic birds, boobies and skuas. 
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Cetaceans 

The Humpback Whale is a typical winter visito r or migrant in tropical seas, the other 
cetaceans travel shorter distances and occur throughout the year in the Caraibean. To asses 
local populations a wider area should be surveyed including adjacent seas. 
ft was unclear whether the Humpback Whale sight ings that were made represent animals 
that have spent the winter on the Saba Bank or eastern Caribbean or that were just passing 
on the way to their northern feeding grounds. The Saba Bank is not mentioned as 
wintering/breeding ground for Humpbacks by Evans (1987), Leatherwoord (1976) or 
Martin (1990). All authors do mention places north of Hispaniola or Puerto Rico. The 
world population of Humpbacks is still recovering from over exploitation and may be 
recolonizing former wintering grounds. A more elaborate research (from Saba overlooking 
the Saba Bank, earlier in the year) might solve this question. 

Human activities 

Anchoring was observed continuously. During the whole period, at least one tanker 
anchored; sometimes two at a time were observed. One Saban fisherman was active every 
day; others were incidentally observed. [n May (when a larger area was covered than in 
Apri l) a small (cutter-like) boat with 4-5 people on board was observed on the Bank. 
The distribution of fish pots in the area shows a low density area in the centre of the 
Bank. There is yet no explanation to that observation. Like in bird dens ities those blocks 
bordering the 200m isobath yield highest densities. 
From our observations of fishing activities we can conclude that the Saba Bank is not a 
busy fishing ground, at least not in April-May, although fish pots were locally quite 
abundant. Other forms of fishing (like those reported in Meesters et al., 1996) were not 
observed. lt is possible that observations in other seasons may lead to a different 
conclusions. Also, it cannot be excluded that the presence of the 'TYDEMAN' on the 
Bank might have changed people's usual behaviour. It should be noted that none of the 
vessels that we took for fisherman carried a visible identification code, which is inevitable 
if a fishery control system is to be developed. 

Anchoring ships should be considered as a serious threat to the corals reefs . Anchor 
chains, which are long and heavy , can devastate large areas, especially in rough weather. 
The observed tankers were anchored for short per iodes close to, or on, the edges of the 
Bank, and at different locations. Recovery of corals after anchoring damage is relatively 
slow and may take decades. In order to preserve the reef it would be advisable to keep 
anchoring ships concentrated in one designated area, preferably a non-coral reef area. or 
to completely prohibit anchoring on the Bank. 

Remaining data 

Th is report did not cover all collected data from this expedition. More data have been 
gathered and are worthwile to be studied in a fol low-up activ ity. These data include the 
distribution of coral structures which. on our request. have been identified on the rough 
side-scan sonar recordings , which were still on board at the time of completing this report. 
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Also the hydraut data, which will allow insight in physical data like temperature, visibility 
etc. During the expedition coordinated by the State Geological Institute, geological data 
will become available of selected sites. We have requested the leader of this expedition to 
take CTD8 measurements at the southern edge, which can be used to identify upwelling. 
The depth profile of the Saba Bank will become available from the bathymetric data. 
Radar images have been recorded and will, after elaboration, allow a more precise picture 
(also night-recordings) of the distribution of vessels over the area during the first four 
weeks of observation. 

8 Conductivity, Temperature, Depth 
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Recommendations 

The results of this study are a step forward in increasing knowlegde about the Saba Bank. 
Recommendations for further steps and ideas on how the result of this study could be 
integrated in management are presented here. 

1. It is recommended to further elaborate the rough data from the 'TYDEMAN' 
expedition and put them into a broader ecological perspective. including a li te rature study 
on birds and cetaceans in the area. Viewing the existing material in a comprehensive, 
integrated manner would help to set priorities for additional research, increase cost
effectiveness of future research efforts and give indicative information for precautionary 
management steps. The available data that still need elaboration and ecological 
interpretation include: 
• the distribution of coral structures on the Bank that have been identified on the 

rough side-scan sonar recordings 
• the hydraut data, which wil l allow insight in physical data like temperature, 

visibility etc. 
• Geological data collected in the expedition of the State Geological Institute. 
• CTD measurements of the southern edge, which can be used to identify upwelling. 
• The depth profile of the Saba Bank 
• Radar images have been recorded and will, after elaboration, allow a more precise 

picture (also night-recordings) of the distribution of vessels over the area during 
the first weeks of observation. 

2. We recommend that any opportunity for further data gathering should be taken, e.g.: 
• Routine patrolling (coastguard, Royal Navy, patrouilling airp lanes) could take 

observers on board in order to extend the data base 
• An observation post could be installed on Saba. from where the largest part of the 

Saba Bank can be overlooked. Especially in the period November-April, the 
presence of cetaceans on the Saba Bank should be observed. 

• Information should be gathered to find out if any fore ign (USA?) expedition will 
be visiting the Saba Bank or its surrounding seas in the near future. Participating 
research institutes might become interested in studying certain aspects of the Saba 
Bank. 

• The Saba Bank could become an example of a marine offshore area with a 
manageable size and geography, the (ecological) management of which requires an 
international approach. An explicite political campaign by the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands within frameworks of UNEP (Regional Seas Programme Caribbean) 
European Union or World Bank might ultimately lead to funds for large scale 
research projects. 

3. Regarding the management of the activities of the Bank, we would recommend, based 
on our prel iminary findings, that: 
• Link the different ecological data in order to reveal ecological relationships 

between e.g. coral reefs , the distribution of fish, birds and cetaceans. In this way, 
important habitats can be identi fied; these appear tO be at the edges of the Bank, 
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although the center of the bank may also have interesting spots (see Meesters et al, 
1996). 

• anchoring of oi l tankers on the Bank should be regulated, e.g. by designating an 
anchoring zone. 

• fishing boats that are active on the Saba Bank are registered and that their 
discriptions are put into a format (registration numbers?) that can easily be used by 
patrolling officers at sea. 

• if large cetaceans visit the Bank more often and regularly than has so far been 
assumed (most likely from November-April), the possibility of developing 
whalewatching as a new tourist attraction should be considered. 
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Appendix 

Tables and Figures 
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Fig. 1: The position of the Saba Bank relatively to some of the Leeward Antilles. Also 
indicated are the limits of the Territorial Sea and the hypothetical equidistance line, 
indicating the possible border of an Exclusive Economic Zone. The 200 m isobath of the 
Saba Bank has been used as a geographical reference in other figures of this report. 
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Afbeelding 1 Map of Saba Bank and adjacent seas. The blocks are 5x5 km2squares and 
have been coded horizontally by character and vertically by two digits . The island St. 
Maarten is not projected (near "UOO"). 

Table I Numbers of kilometres surveyed 
divided per area (see Figure I) 

Bank 
:ior: h 
:t:as:: 
:'7es : 
Tot:c.l 

1961.4 
4 3 . 7 

137 . 5 
2 . 7?. 

2 ~ 45 . 2 
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Afbeelding 2 Map showing observation effort per 5x5 krn2 block, expressed as km/block, 
I+ I indicates non-systematic observations. Note that blocks on the western central part 
have been most intensely surveyed. 
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Table ll List of observed bird species on the Saba Bank and surrounding seas. Numbers 
include off effort observations. Bank; Saba Bank above -200m, North; block 0 06 - 109, 
East; UOO- Q09 - Wl2, West; Cll - D13 (see map 1). 

Species Bank North East West 
CORY ' S SHEARWATER calonetris diomedea 1 
SHEARWATER UNID. Puffinus spec . 1 
AUDUBON 'S SHEARWATER Puffinus lherminieri 2 1 
WILSON'S STORMPETREL Oceanites oceanicus 8 1 2 
STORMPETREL UNID . 2 
REDBILLED TROPICBIRD Phaeton eathereus 45 27 3 
TROPICBIRD UNID . 1 
REDFOOTED BOOBY Sula sula 1 
MASKED BOOBY Sula dactylatra 3 1 
BROWN BOOBY Sula leucogaster 4 1 
NORTHERN GANNET Morus Bassana 1 
MAGNIFI CENT FREGATBIRD Fregata magnificens 38 19 
CATTLE EGRET Bubulcus ibis 2 
DUCK UNID . 30 
MERLIN Falco columbarius 1 
POMERINE SKUA Stercorarius pomarinus 12 5 1 
ARCTIC SKUA stercorarius parasiticus 5 4 
SOUTH POLAR SKUA Stercorarius maccormicki 1 
LAUGHING GULL Larus atricilla 17 
BRIDLED TERN Sterna anaetheus 405 7 70 
SOOTY TERN Sterna fuscata 384 21 3 
TERN UNID . sterna spec. 473 7 
BROWN NODDY Anous stolidus 2 1 
PIGEON UNID. 1 
SWIFT UNID. 1 
BARN SWIFT Hirundo rustica 2 
MARTIN UNID . 1 
PASSERINE UNID . 2 
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Afbeelding 3 Density of birds (sum of all species in n/km) per 5x5km block on the Saba 
Bank 
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Table m List of observed Whale species. 'Type' indicates systematic or off effort 
observations. 

DATE GMT SPECIES ADULT CALF TYPE BLOK NOTES 
04 - 08 10:50 HUMPBACK WHALE 1 SYST Oll 
04 - 09 15:42 BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 12 OFF P15 
04 - 09 15 :47 BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 2 OFF P14 
04 - 10 18 : 09 CLYMENE DOLPHIN 4 1 SYST N12 
04- 11 13 : 38 HUMPBACK WHALE 1 SYST Nll 
04- 11 20 : 09 LARGE WHALE UNID. 1 SYST Nll Prob . Humpback 
04-15 21 :16 CLYMENE DOLPHIN 35 SYST M17 
04 - 15 21 : 34 CLYMENE DOLPHIN 9 SYST M17 
04 -1 6 20 : 02 BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 7 SYST L14 
04 - 17 14 : 38 DOLPHIN UNID . 5 1 SYST M13 Prob B. nosedDolphin 
04 -17 15 : 54 BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 17 OFF M13 
04 - 18 15 :11 DOLPHIN UNID . 4 1 SYST M12 Prob . Clymene D. 
05- 04 17:55 LARGE WHALE UNID. 1 SYST K15 Prob . Humpback 
05- 08 16 :4 8 DOLPHIN UNID . 2 no details . 
05- 10 14 :18 t-7HJ\.LE UNI D. 1 SYST T13 Poss . Humpback 
05- 13 15:05 BEAKED WHALE UNID. 2 1 OFF C12 
05-13 17:48 DOLPHIN UNID . 1 OFF Cll Prob B. nosed D. 
05-13 17 : 48 BEAKED WHALE UNID . 1 OFF Cll 
05- 13 18 :22 FALSE KILLER WHALE 10 1 OFF C12 
05- 16 18 :10 BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 7 1 SYST H08 
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Afbeelding 4 Locations of Whale sightings. + = Bottlenose Dolphin; + = Clymene 
Dolphin; o= Humpback Whale; *= False Killer Whale; .. = large unidentified whale; Cl , 
x= unidentified whale, see also table 3. 

Table IV List of ship catagories on the Saba 
Bank, recorded during observation hours. 

Type 
Boat 
Cargo 
Supertanker 
Fi shboat 
Sail yacht 
Motoryacht 

Numbe r 
2 
4 
4 

10 
11 

2 
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Afbeelding 5 Map showing observed ships. C= Cargo vessel, F= Fishing boat, S= 
Sailing yacht, M= motor yachts 
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Afbeelding 6 Densities (n/km) of Fish pots per Block on the Saba Bank. Note the zero 
observations in Q 12 due to poor coverage. 
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